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ADR - Australian Design Rules 
From 1970, new plates were put on MGBs.  Previously, the cars had an ID plate that showed: 

Type: 

Car No: 

Engine No: 

Colour (see below).   

After a period of no ID plate whatsoever from approximately mid-June to Dec 31, 1969, 
BMC/Leyland fell in line with the rest of the Australian motor industry and used the now compulsory 
compliance plate.  The following information is an extract from the monthly BMC Service Liaison 
Summary… 

"BMC Australia - A Division of British Leyland Motor Corporation Australia Pty. Limited 

SERVICE LIAISON SUMMARY 

DATE:  2nd May, 1969                                                                                            ISSUE:  169" 

 
On page 3 of this 3 page summary, under the heading... 
 
"GENERAL:                                                                                         IDENTIFICATION PLATES. 
 
The identification plate has been deleted from all passenger vehicles, and the final vehicle number is 
stamped direct to a body panel. A pressure sensitive label indicating the paint code is located in a 
similar position to the deleted identification plate. The new position for the car numbers is:  Mini 
1100 L.H. valance radiator cowl. Sports cars:  L.H.S. Dash panel. 
 
Commencing Car Nos. 
Mini 1100                    501               Mini "K"                  711        Cooper 'S'                   5393 
Morris 1100            69084              Morris 1100 'S'   15414       Morris 1100 'S' Auto   998 
Austin 1800 Manual 4412             Austin 1800 Auto 3305       M.G.B. Manual             621 
M.G.B. Auto                 537             M.G. Midget          1043       M.G.B. O/D                 1478 
 
NOTE:     Commercial vehicles will retain the identification plate.” 
Whilst this obviously doesn't show the starting car numbers for Jan 1, 1970 (the date at which I 
believe the compliance plates start) I do have photographic proof elsewhere on the website of 
compliance plates starting at '1/70' 

Also note the 3 different MGB numbers they use are:  621 (YHN6, non-overdrive cars), 537 (YHN7, 
automatic cars) and 1478 (YHN5, manual cars with overdrive). 
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The details displayed were different than before.  Now: 

Date of manufacture:  (e.g. 2/70) 

Type and car number:  (e.g. YHN9 1234) 

ADR numbers:  (these were the rules that the particular car complied with) 

http://mgbsmadeinaustralia.org/wp-content/uploads/BLMC-of-AUST-LTD.-AUSTIN-MORRIS-
DIVISION-STANDARDS.pdf 

The ADRs told authorities that the particular vehicle ‘should’ have the listed items in place.  If not, 
the vehicle did not comply and was subject to various ramifications. 

The dropping of the engine number was missed, so too the colour, but the colour was catered for by 
the inclusion of a separate sticker showing the colour and paint code.  Unchanged was the use of the 
stamped car number in the bulkhead of the engine bay (see photo below) 

 

Car number in bulkhead             ID plate used up until mid-'69 

                                                                          

 

 First style of compliance plate                                 Second (smaller) style compliance plate 
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New paint identification sticker 

 

Help for the restorer/purchaser 

The specific ADRs listed on the compliance plate, tell the restorer/purchaser some of the items that 
should be on that vehicle (did it/should it have headrests? etc.). 

The following is a list of ADRs that apply to the MGB and a brief explanation of what they mean. 
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